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ipen House?

Eiselen Independents Blaze Trail
y CATHY ANTONUCCI

'he women of Pacific as repreted by the twenty qualified
iors and seniors now living in
ie di elen House will soon take a
int step toward independent
He
n « ing as the deans and AWS
'efully watch the outcome.
;er
Independence for these twenty
il-blazers is represented by a
y to Eiselen House and the
wot
ivilege of staying out all night,
le only restrictions are that
;re will be a time limit for sign
ts and a set time to return the
in the morning. To qualify,
;irl must be either a senior or
a resident of Eiselen, and
[ve Dean Davis' approval, as
11 as parental permission.

t*

Advanced Sign-up
(Every senior woman had the
Iportunity to sign up for this
aject last spring but with the
Iderstanding that McConchie
puld be used as the senior dorm,
ans were changed at the last
Jnute so that McConchie could

be used instead to house the over
flow of men students.
Mixed Reactions
This change of plans brought
mixed reactions from the senior
girls, especially those living in the
quad area. Georgia Swain, a sen
ior in Carter House, voiced the
general opinion when she explain
ed that she did not sign up be
cause of McConchie's off-campus
location and that she did not want
to leave the quads. She added
that she would have definitely
signed up if Eiselen had been
specified in the original announ
cement.
Eiselen is completely filled
for
the fall semester but seniors will
have the opportunity to sign up
for this project for the spring
semester. The key privilege will
be extended to other
living
groups only if the Eiselen pro
ject is a success.
Sally Davis, one of Eiselen's
lucky twenty, expressed the atti
tude of most senior women when

she said that seniors should not
have to observe the same hours
as second semester freshmen. The
real innovation is not the key but
the idea of being trusted to make
decisions and living relatively
independently. Sally does feel
that a major problem is that soph
omore and junior friends in the
house may ask to use the key.
Future Problems
The attitude of AWS was ex
plained by Diane Haile, vice-pres
ident in charge of standards. The
new key privilege ranks Pacific
with Stanford, Berkeley and oth
er top universities which follow
this policy and the added respon
sibility will make the girls more
aware of their role as adults.
There are many problems to face,
but they can be overcome by care
ful planning and the cooperation
of all.
Diane did cite a problem that
the girls might have to face. If
a girl has a key and her boyfriend
wants to stay out all night, it
might be hard to tactfully refuse.

Lisa Hobbs, Red China Visitor
Comes as Celebrity Speaker
In May 1965 while most studnts were preparing for final
exams, San Francisco Examiner
reporter Miss Lisa Hobbs was vis
iting Red China. Miss Hobbs col
lected her experiences in a book

LISA

HOBBS

called I Saw Red China (McGraw).
She will be a celebrity speaker
Monday.
Entering Red China is an ex
tremely
diffucult
proposition.
Miss Hobbs, who is an Austra
lian citizen, claimed she was a
Sydney housewife. She entered
as a tourist.
Foreigners are allowed to visit
only nine of China's cities, but
are given fairly free access to
those cities. Hobbs visited six of
those nine cities.
Miss Hobbs was not on a state
visit, so she did not take the time
to visit with any Red Chinese officals,
and with Anna Louise
Strong, an American defector of
some years back.
One of the biggest differences
that Miss Hobbs noticed between
the Chinese and American cul
ture was the student restriction.
Students
are
severly
isolated
from the realities of the outside
world.
Her book is printed in Ger
man, Japanese and English.

A Probes Life's
Itimate Meaning

NBC Correspondent Visits Pacific
Pauline Frederick, NBC News'
United Nations correspondent,
will speak on the University of
the Pacific campus Wednesday,
October 5, at 12 noon in the
Pacific Conservatory Auditorium.

By JILL THOMAS
"Is not fulfillment the distinishing mark of every life? Is
t death and nothingness
d?"

the

Participants of the Pacific Ecunical Relations
Association,
IA, will probe these questions
nday evening when they dis
ss Rudolph Bultmann's "The
•isis of Faith; What amI finally
against?"
|j|The seminar is the second in a
ties of thirteen ecumenical disIssions designed to dispel stupnts' "current disillusionment
th traditional forms of church
e and inherited forms of Chrisul doctrine." Emphasis is placed
i the interpretation of theologi1 issues in terms of contempor|y culture.
Monday, Dr. Lawrence Mereith, dean of the Chapel, speakg on "The Limits of Life, or
ie Finality of God," tackled
Eich controversial topics as the
tew morality," "situation eth.s," and the "God is dead thel°gy" with historical and theoDgical approaches.

"The persistence of interest in
the faith' especially among colige students," noted1 Meredith,
represents a very responsible inellectual probing in our time and
s cast in such a way as to be
elative to the full spectrum of
eligious teachings."

Founded by the Methodist Stulent Union in order to "promote
lues to life's ultimate meaning,
>urpose, and possibility," ERA

ollows a curriculum similar

to

PAULINE FREDERICK

that of the Ecumenical Institute
in Chicago.

Miss Frederick has achieved
eminence in a field
traditionally
dominated by men. In her calm,
measured style of reporting, she
has covered, for the NBC Televi
sion and Radio networks, the Ko
rean, Suez, Hungarian, Middle
East, Laotian, Congo, Cuban and
Cyprus crises and the troubled
months following the death of
Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold.
She has been selected by the
Gallup Poll two years running as
one of the world's "ten most ad
mired women," and is the only
woman ever to be elected presi
dent of the United Nations Cor
respondents Association.

Raised in Harrisburg, Pa., Miss
Frederick has been covering the
news since she started interview
ing wives of diplomats and sell
ing stories to the Washington
Star. She has received honorary
doctorate degrees from twelve
universities and colleges, includ
ing Mt. Holyoke and American
University.
Admission to all students will
be free. Paul Fairbrook, Direc
tor of Student Services, announc
ed that students can obtain sack
lunches to eat in the Conserva
tory
during Miss Frederick's
speech.
Each student should
notify the dining hall manager at
least 48 hours in advance.
Miss Frederick's appearance is
being sponsored by the National
Broadcasting Company and
KCRA-TV, Channel 3, NBC in
Sacramento.

New Full-Time
Catholic Chaplain
The Pacific Tigers are not the
only ones to have a "New-Look"
for fall: a new face and many
new ideas are coming from Fath
er O'Looney, newly appointed
Chaplain of the Catholic New
man Club on campus.
Father O'Loony comes to Paci
fic
from Northeastern Univer
sity in Boston where he served as
Newman Club Chaplain. Prior to
that he served in the same capa
city at the University of Califor
nia in Berkeley. As Navy Chap
lain, he served in Korea and the
Far East, and in Paulist founda
tions in Toronto, Boston, and San
Francisco.
While at the University of Cal
ifornia, Father O'Looney initiat
ed a program titled "Amigos
Anonymous." This organization
is designed' to promote mutual re(Continued on Page 3)

Wes Brown, cam

pus minister, who attended the
Institute, stresses that this nondenominational gathering is pat
ented from the Chicago Institute
to "answer not only religious
questions, but also human ques
tions."

Not Pregnant? Not Aged? Not III? You Lose
Flu shots are now available at
the infirmary, according to Doris
Richards, head nurse. She stated,
"influenza vaccine is advisable in

"Today people are trying to
describe God, but they can't. The
early biblical times," he con
tinued, "could suffice with tradi
tional answers to questions about
God. This is not so today."
"The questions people want
answered are human questions
like 'How can I live a more
meaningful life?' 'how can I
make some effect in history?'
(Continued on Page 4)

light of last year's flu

epidemic

which caused devastating effects
upon Pacific students."
However, the Public Health
Service Advisory Committee on
Immunization Practices issued a
statement on the flu
vaccine in
which the committee strongly ad
vised against influenza vaccine
for several years. They made ex
ceptions for cases dealing with

the chronically ill, the sick and
aged, and for some cases of pregnancy.

so strong, there is a possibility
that the vaccine could put one in
the sick-bed for several days.

Philip A. Bearg, M.D., of the
Public Health Service explained
to the Pacific Weekly that the
chances for a recurrence of a flu
epidemic are very slight within
the next three years.

The flu shots are available for
the charge of one dollar apiece.
The shots come in a series of
two.
The second shot is to be
given one month after the first.
They are being given at any time
during infirmary hours.

Bearg also said that since the
flu virus periodically changes, a
vaccine at this time may not be
effective against the next type of
flu virus. He went on to say
that since the influenza vaccine is

At the peak of the flu epidemic
last year, the infirmary was filled
to capacity for two weeks, with
another 100 students reporting
each day for treatment.
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Letters to the Editor

Editorial

Splendour for Splinters
On each of five fall Saturday evenings a crowd of well dressed
college-age students can be seen wandering around campus. For the
most pan they seem to have assembled in groups of two or at leas
multiples thereof. To the uninitiated observer it would appearthat
Tdance or a theater date would be on the schedule of events for the
evening, but things are not like that at Pacific. Thse well dressed
collegians are going to a football game. Pacific, renowned in recent
years for having a very gentlemanly football team (at least on
e
field) has undoubtedly got the best dressed rooting section in four
teen^States. Now perhaps this is a good thing; after all who can
expect people arrayed in such sartorial splendour to become involved
in pagan gladiatorial combat? On the other hand a few of the newer
members of the elite almost forgot themselves and actually rea.sed
their voices (with starding results, too). Now there are undoubtedly
many wonderful reasons for going to ball games dressed for a fas.rion show and the Weekly would be quite eager to hear what a few
of the more intelligent ones might be. In the mean time, why not
go to the stadium — with its splinters and dust — dressed tor a
ball game.

Colonnade or Quarry
With the completion of the library addition on schedule an
accomplished fact, the University is to be commended for actually
meeting its building deadline for the first time in several attempts
(even though the interior facilities are a bit sparse).
This fine addition to the campus, coupled with the face-lifting
on Anderson Dining Hall are most welcome; however • • • • the
sight of the marble columns reclining on the lawn of the administra
tion building makes one wonder if the gardeners have planted them
in the hope that they might grow up into a quarry or something.
Last year when the pillars were donated (unsolicited) by the City of
Stockton, plans were drawn up to use them to beautify the campus.
At the time it was presumed that they would b eutilized in the
vertical rather than the horizontal.
Then this year the Stockton Record carried a short announce
ment to the effect that a new walkway would be constructed leading
from the south end of the Administration Building toward the
library. From the looks of present progress it might seem that the
sidewalk had been dug out and the walkway plowed for planting.
At the moment the entrance to the Ad Building looks more like a
mud hole waiting for its first rain.
If we are not going to make use of these rather valuable gifts
(estimates placed the columns at around $50,000) then why not
dump them back where they came from and forget it. If we are
actually going to use them then let's not wait until togas are back
in style before we finish the colonnade.
—Bob Harris

Tiger Guide
Today—
All-School feed — 6 p:m: —
Knoles Field
Street Dance — 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Fraternity Circle
(I.F.C.
Open House)
Saturday, Oct. 1
Football — Univ. of Idaho at
Moscow — 1:30 p.m.
High School Debate Work
shop
Soccer — (here) USF — 2
p.m. — Knoles Field
Sunday, Oct. 2
Phi Kappa Tau Open House
— 2 p.m.
Lisa Hobbs — 8 p.m. — Con
servatory auditorium
Wednesday, Oct. 5
High Table — 7:45 p.m. —
Raymond Great Hall

Pauline Frederick — 12 noon
Conservatory auditorium
"Silent Spring of Rachel Car
son" — 4 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Weber Hall
Thursday, Oct. 6
"Silent Spring of Rachel Car
son" — 4 p.m. and 8 p.m.
—Weber Hall
Friday, Oct. 7
"Silent Spring of Rachel Car
son" — 4 p.m. and 8 p.m.
— Weber Hall
Saturday, Oct. 7
Football — NMSU at Las
Cruces
Soccer — US at Davis — 2
p.m. (home)
Sunday, Oct. 9
Sorority Presents — 2 p.m. 4 p.m. (Open house at all
sororities)
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Editor:
Perhaps Reagan-for-governor
fans who think logically and who
value intellicetual freedom might
reconsider their candidate in
linght of his stand on Propos
ition 16, the legislative initiative
called the "CLEAN
amend
ment.
Let's begin with the logic part.
(1) In nearly every recent
speech, Reagan has cited what
he thinks to be the reason for
increase in "crim and immor
ality" in California. He says
that too many local ordinances
have been invalidated by state
and federal action. Reagan's con
stant call is for stronger local
laws and a "return to local con
trol and local autonomy."
(2) Reagan supports Prop. 16,
which is aimed at control of
pornography and obscentiy. The
proposed legislative amendment,
drafted by a Southern California
power group, does one thing
first: It invalidates all existing
local ordliances for the control
of obscenity and pornigraphy.
Should the amendment pass and
then be judged unvonstitutional,
local ordinances will not auto
matically be re-instated. Result:
not even the present level of con
trol over smut. And few who
know the law (including Lt. Gov.
candidate Finch an dthe Cali
fornia State Bar Association)
doubt the unconstitutionality of
Prop. 16 as it stands.

Last year at this time the Weekly ran the above picture with
accompanying article filled with high hopes for the six Grecian
columns which were reclining on the lawn south of the Ad
Building. This year, the columns, still reclining yet in a some
what less dignified manner, provide nothing better than six I
grotesque marble tombstons mourning the death of the rats
underneath. Noaccutely strewn ruins in the Greek The atren,i
no "Grecian sanctuary not unlike ancient Delphi, no classy
grape arbor of the Westno nothing-except hopes for a giant
mudpuddle thanks to the elimination of the pre-existing sidewalk.

I ITTI F M A N O N C A M P U S

How can Reagan reconcile his
two points of view, that while
he calls for local control, he also
calls for the invalidation of local
codes?
Those who prize academic free
dom and intellectual indepen
dence might consider what the
So. Calif. Militant Virtuse have
written into Prop. 16. Any ninny
who cares to challenge a book
inu a high school or public li
brary can do so for any reason
at all and sue a district attorney
to prosecute the case. Prop 16
removes from present law the
"redeeming social value" clause
regarding literary works.
If
some kook thinks the use of
"hell," "damn" and the drinking
of beer in Kon Tiki is bad for
children to read, he can chal
lenge the book and the D.A.
will have to carry the case,
(continued on page 6)
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TOnSunpiNiHg VioeZbr-me orHee *rut
DIRECTORY
Men

Women
Alpha Chi Omega
Balantyne Hall —
First
Second
Third
Covell Hall
:
Delta Delta Delta

462-9364
462-9531
462-9488
—462-9717
466-3581
462-9419
462-9261
462-9218

Delta Gamma
Eiselen House —
First
Second
Third
Farley House —
First
Second
Third
Gamma Phi Beta
Kappa Alpha Theta
Price House —
First
Second
Third
1
Carter House —
First
Second
•
Third
Wemyss House —

462-9614
462-9746
462-9700
462-9808
462-9458
462-9146
462-9584
462-9292
462-9824
462-9594
462-9128
462-9037
462-9191
462-9271

Alpha Kappa Lambda _—462-95
Cast Jackson —
First
462-98
Second
462-96
Third
462-97
Casa Werner —
First
462-93
Second
462-95
Third
462-96
Delta Upsilon
462-95
McConchie Hall
464-75
Phi Delta Chi
463-91
Phi Kappa Tau
462-94
Phi Sigma Kappa
462-93
Quad T —
First
462-9:
Second
462-9'
Third
462-9Ritter House —
First
462-91
Second
462-9'
Third
462-9'
South Hall
462-91
West Hall
-—461-9'
First

Second
Third

462-9
462-9
462-9
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Chaplain . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
spect and understanding between
the Mexican people and Ameri
cans, and the start of a lasting
spirit of cooperation. "The pro
gram was founded to give stu
dents a useful outlet for their
natural restlessness," stated Fath
er O'Looney, "and has contri
buted much to the spirit of co
operation between our countries."

(aren Boxwell (D.G.), left, and Barbara Baum (Covell Hall)
ports two of several trail Bikes that Bob Ames of Village Honda
las supplied to women's residence halls for use during the Fall
emester (and for promotion, of course). How many of the gals
are rookie riders and whether they plan to cruise the roads
is a goggled and jacketed troupe no one has ventured to say.

Father O'Looney will be serv
ing the University as a full-time
Chaplain which means more in
the way of activities and events
for the Newman Club than ever
before. He will direct his atten
tion toward the purpose of mak
ing Catholic students aware of
their role on campus: to bring
Christ to the total student com
munity. It is Father O'Looney's
belief that Newman must be a
family, not a clique. It should
never become a refuge for the
unattached independents, pious
rejects, or wimpy in-groups re
fusing their role as committed
Christians which too often hap
pens with Newman Clubs. He
wants the Center to become a
Community - a home away from
home.

Religious services
have a "new-look."

Need Employment?
A representative from the
Stockton Office of the State De
partment of Employment, and a
representative from the Ace Em
ployment Agency will be on
campus Tuesday and Thursday,
respectively, from 3:00-5:00 p.m.
They will assist students in secur
ing part-time employment.
There will not be a fee charged
for this service. Appointments
can be made in the Financial Aids
Office, room 109, Administration
building.

at Bank of America. It means

Bank of America branch can

maximum safety for your money.

answer your questions about

Maximum convenience. And

Tenplan checking or any other

minimum cost. Tenplan checks are
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of the ways Bank of America can

no other charge regardless of

help you manage your money.

the size of your balance.

Bank of America
NATIONAL TRUST AND 8AVING8 ASSOCIATION • MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPC

Civic Theatre Soon
Will Raise Curtain
On Its Fall Season
The Stockton Civic Theatre
commences its fall season today
with the Moss Hart-George S.
Kauffman farce, "You Can't
Take It With You."
The opus will run for five
weekends with the curtain rising
at 8:30 pan. each Friday and Sat
urday. There will be an evening
performance each Thursday be
ginning October 6 through the
27, and a Sunday matinee Oct
ober 23, at 2:30.
Top-lining the non-profession
al cast are Judy Caruso, a UOP
graduate; Gene Wisenor, Agnes
Bourns, George Hurlburt, Jr.,
and Cecil Sandoval.
The supporting cast includes
Diane Barton, Rose Mary Gross,
Tom Siler, Floyd Williams, Ed
Mulvihill, Tom Krehbiel, Jean
Siler, Donna Hess, Ralph Crigler, Wayne Nadeau, Ann Dobretz, David Graves, and Dennis
Kelly.
Jessie Fowell directs this plot
less, but riotous comedy with
Joseph G. Rogers doing the tech
nical direction. Al Muller is pro
duction manager and Camilla
Muller designed the costumes.
Essentially the play concerns
an odd-ball family, surnamed
Sycamore, that makes a living
habitually doing the irrational
and the ridiculous.
Top boob in the Sycamore
hatch is old Grandpa, who has
been retired for the past 35 years
and has been keeping busy col
lecting snakes and forgetting to
pay Uncle Sam his income per
centage. Gramps also finds time
to meditate; on manners and
morals.
Trouble starts when Alice, one
of Grandpa's daughter's off
spring and the only sane (osten
sibly) one in the hatch, falls in
love with young Kirby. Kirby
is the son of the Wall street ex
ecutive that Alice secretaries for.
Upon the Play's opening in
1936, Time magazine hailed the
Sam H. Harris (a longtime part
ner of George M. Cohan) pro
duction: "The playwrights have
conjured a species of dramatis
personae which transcends plot,
bursts the bonds of the estab
lished theatre and mounts into
the stratosphere of great liter
ary lunacy."
Reservations or further infor
mation concerning the HartKauffman comedy free-for-all
are obtainable by phoning the
theatre on Willow and Monroe
Streets, 463-6813, or by scratch
ing paper and addressing it to
P. O. Box 701, Stockton.

How to get an A in Econ:
Our student advisor at your nearest

also

Sunday Mass will be held at
11 o'clock, and daily Masses will
be scheduled at 4:30. "Remember,
my office is open to all, regard
less of religious affiiliation," stat
es Father O'Looney. The em
phasis this year will be on the
spirit of Ecumenism, to develop
an authentic encounter with our
separated brethren.

•//V<

Open a Tenplan checking account

will

Z

v
V?

\

::'Vpxv.....

VX

The International Club will
hold its first
meeting, Interna
tional Night, Saturday, October
1, 1966, at 7 p.m. at the Top of
the Y.
Everyone is welcome.
Free refreshments will be served.
Club officers say it will be a
chance to dance and meet new
people.
All foreign students are auto
matically members of the Inter
national Club, while American
students and faculty members are
also welcome to join the organi
zation.
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Pacific Grad to Serve Alma Mater

Wi
Maynard Bostwick, a 1957
graduate of UOP, is returning to
his alma mater to serve as Asso
ciate Director of Alumni Rela
tions.

381*

He will assist Don Smiley, Di
rector of Alumni and Parent Re
lations, working with the Pacific
Alumni Association. "I've always
wanted to be connected with a
University in some capacity, and
I will particularly enjoy the pub
lic relations work which this job
entails," stated Bostwick.

Bostwick feels that one of
UOP's biggest problems is the
lack of unity among its several
divisions. He said, "I hope that
through our work here with
alumni we can give the students
a university to identify with, in
stead of a small portion of that
university."

. new name for
r
A
the «Pnd
End
Zone"? It looks that way. After
July 1, 1967, the lease, held by
Thor Romer, will expire and the
University will assume manage
ment.

Two principle reasons account
for the change. U.O.P. needs a
place on campus designed spec
ifically for its own students where
meals and snacks can be pur
chased. Anderson Hall is the
only place hot meals are now
available to off-campus students.
Anderson is already overcrowd
ed. At last there wil be accom
modations for those who are
forced to eat out regularly,

While at Pacific, Bostwick was
vice president of the Pacific Stu
dent Association in his senior
year and was a member of Blue
Key Honor Society, Archania
Fraternity, and was selected for
Who's Who Among College and
University Students.
Since graduation Bostwick has
had seven years experience with
group work and public relations
with the YMCA. He served as
program secretary for the North
west YMCA in San Diego, as
community secretary for the
Stockton YMCA and as program
secretary for the Palo Alto
YMCA.

From "End Zone' to Caboose

Cal Psychologist to
Speak Wednesday
Alumni House and its new inhabitant Associate Director of
Alumni Relations Bostwick welcome you in.
To get started toward this goal,
Bostwick feels that it is necessary
for him to become acquainted
with the different living groups
on campus. He would also like
to see the students make them
selves at home at the Alumni
House. For this reason he and
Don Smiley have made the
House available for student meet
ings. The House is also open
every day to anyone interested in
getting acquainted.

^ EMPLOYMENT AGENCY

Era Program ...
(Continued from Page 1)
These are not necessarily reli
gious questions, but rather they
are completely human in nature.
Thus, ERA will try to answer
these human questions without
the complications of religious
ties."
Those students wishing to par
ticipate in ERA may purchase
their one dollar materials fee at
either the "Y" or the Chapel
office. Seminars will be held dur
ing the supper hour once a week
in the small dining rooms adja
cent to the large dinning halls
after supper.

427 E. MINER AVENUE

PHONE 466-4571

This Sunday, Oct. 2, Phi
Kappa Tau will host an open
house from 2 to 4. Refresments
will be provided. The campus is
invited to attend.

AND THE

EMPLOYERS
OVERLOAD

company

the

The pioneer temporary help service. Offices coast to coast and Canada

Featured at Raymond High
Table next Wednesday will be
Frank Barron, research psycho
logist.
His lecture, "An Eye
More Phantastical," will begin
in Raymond Great Hall close to
7:45 p.m.
Barron's career has him pres
ently located at University of
California, Berkeley in the In
stitute of Personality Assessment
and Research. He has also in
structed at Bryn Mawr College
and Harvard University. He has
done research at the Center for
Advanced Study of Behavior.
"The Psychology of Imagina
tion" is a short article credited to
Barron. He has also written a
book, "Psychological Vitality and
Creative Freedom."
Psychoan
alysis, psychotherapy, esthetics,
personal
philosophy,
creative
thinking, and altered states of
consciousness are Barron's spe
cial interests.
The public, as well as all stu
dents, is invited to listen and par
ticipate in discussion following
the lecture. There is no admis
sion charge.

END ZONE
for Refreshment
- OPEN -

. . . would like to offer our professional services
to the students of the University of the Pacific
in obtaining part-time jobs to partially offset the
necessary expenses of higher education.

MONDAY - THURSDAY 7:30 A.M. - 11:00 P.M.
FRIDAY 7:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
SUNDAY 2:30 - 10:00 P.M.
ALSO OPEN FOR GAMES

Also, the University no long
loni
Also,
needs private business on cat
pus It wants to control all i
own facilities. Thus, profits ma<
will revert to the University at
can be invested in the campus.

Drastic change is expecte
Paul Fairbrook, director of si
dent services
has a number
tenative plans . . . The decor w
complement the name. If an oi
side interest donates funds
materials, it would probably
allowed to select the name,
was suggested that of the Uni<
Pacific Railroad would don;
cabooses for construction,
could b ecrhistened the "Pari
Union."
To increase the seating cap
city from 150 to 300, outdo
tables will probably be install
beneath the over-hang in fro
of the "End Zone," giving it
side-walk cafe atmosphere. U
usual and attractive disposil
plastic service may be used
this comes about.

Most likely the "U" shap
counters will give way to tabl<
Two self-service snack bars mig
be set up. The menu would co
sist of items available at an e
panded drive-in. For the bene
of off campus students, hot fo<«
from Anderson Hall would f
available at meal times.

The financial
success of tl
new undertaking is not guare
teed. Robert Winterberg, fina
cial vice-president, suggested th
perhaps when the addition to t
University across the Calavet
River is completed, a bridge co
necting the two campuses cou
have a student union incorpc
ated into it. It would serve tl
entire campus and the prese
one would not be as vital.

Fairbrook expressed gratitui
to the Romers for the work th
have put into the "End Zone
"I think it is to the lasting cre<
of Mr. and Mrs. Romer that th
hepled build the End Zone wh
such help was needed. They ha
built a following of thousands
their eighteen years here. T
students appreciate the frienc
and dedicated manner in whi
the Romers took care of th<
while at school. It is because
this background that we, in UC
food service, take the challer
of taking over the End Zoi
We'll try to continue operati
it in the same friendly and p
sonal way that the Romers di<

Any suggestions for the "E
Zone" would be appreciat
They may be submitted to F;
brook.

ALL

normal fees utill be waived for students enrolled
at the University!

A counselor will be on

campus each week.

Appointments should be

made with the University's Financial Aids Office
(Room 109, Admin.) Any interested students
should feel free to call or visit our downtown
office at their convenience.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Neumiller

TIGERS
CLEANERS
DRY CLEANING - LAUNDRY - ALTERATIONS

Hess-DuBois Cleaners
2520 Pacific Avenue
Corner Pacific Avenue and Castle

'• •

. V/VA. 'viv

..... .,. . • «"i'• ijBjf •'•<**•?•*
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00 Expected for
at. Workshop

More than 500 high school
eech students are expected to
on the University of the Pacicampus Saturday, Oct. 1, for
» annual High School Debate
orkshop.
Sponsored by the University of
Pacific Speech Department
d the North Central California
eech Council, these students
; expected to come from about
rty high schools from Madera
Sacramento.
Chairman of the Workshop is
ia) •. Donald Duns, associate proisor of speech at Pacific.
He announced that there will
demonstration debates and
i lividual speech events for the
idents. In addition, Paul Wins, debate coach at Pacific, will
ture on debate theory and
ategy and Dr. Donald Grubbs,
s ;istant professor of history, will
ture on American Foreign Aid
Key.
Registration begins at 8:30 a.m.
d the workshop will last all

y-

sP harmacy Sorority
osts Convention

Two years of planning by
pha Xi, Pacific's pharmacy
oity was culminated this Aug14-19 when they hosted the
9 rh Biennial Convention of
•e,;mbda Kappa Sigma. This was
pha Xi's first big undertaking.
J E /enty pharmacy majors and
armacists throughout the nac n attended.
Mrs. Cisco Kihara, Alpha Xi
c visor opened the convention
h a pre-convention officers
iner at her home, in Stockton.
~Je convention was filled with
etings and a trip to Amador
unty. It was brought to a close
Thursday.
That Evening the formal banl :t was held with Dean Rowd as the guest speaker. The
n 'ocation was given by Presie it Robert Burns. He also preted a special award to LKS
0
its contributions to S. S.
1 pe, the sorority's philanthe

Anderson Y Center Schedules
Events For All Students Tustes
"The Anderson Y Center is
people .... people happening . .
happehing to each other, to the
Campus, to the community and
hopefully, to the world. Here are
some of the ways of 'coming
alive' through the 'Y'."
International Film Festival A
series of eighteen outstanding
films
from around the world
shown on Fridays at the Top of
the Y.

Edward G. Grant, new dean of student life at Covell College,
brings more than a rich background in language and political
science to the international settlement in the middle quad.
Grant, a retired Navy commander, headed an Antarctic scien
tific expedition in 1961-62 during which the group mapped
500 miles of unexplored coastline. Grant was more recently
Commandant of the Department of defense Foreign Language
School in Washington, D.C.

400 Fellowships for Tuition and Fees
The California State Scholar
ship and Loan Cammission is of
fering 400 one-year fellowships
this year for tuition and fees at
California graduate schools for
the year 1967-68.
They are designed to help en
courage college students to at
tend graduate school in the aca
demic disciplines which produce
college faculty. Graduate work in
the sciences, social sciences, hu
manities, the arts, mathematics,
engineering, business and edu-

Family Recreation
Center
Billiard's - Books
Enjoy America's Fastest
Growing Family Game
in a Friendly
Wholesome Atmosphere

Encounter A weekly luncheon
forum for students and faculty
held at the Top of the Y. This
is intended to be a weekly sound
ing board for issues which con
cern our campus and our world.

by PSA Card
PRESCRIPTIONS
COSMETICS

DRUGS
DANA

CHANEL

TIPTON'S

Men and Ideas A program of
speakers and conferences deal
ing with the major social issues
of our day: civil rights, Viet
Nam, peace, poverty, agricultural
labor, and campus issues.

Students' checks cashed with identification

I °fy-

Jo-chairmen for the event
refe Miss Claudia Cummins and
u s. Richard Doty. Alumnae in
tt :ndence were Sue Sevanson,
in Baccala, and Shirley Alves.

cation will be supported.
Applications will be distribu
ted to every California college in
early October. They must be
filed with the Scholarship and
Loan Commission by January 16,
1967. Fellowship applications will
be required to take the Aptitude
Test of the Graduate Record Ex
amination in Oct., Nov., or Dec.
Arrangements for this test may
be made through the student's
college, or the Educational Test
ing Service in Berkeley.

Alpine Club Pack Trips Every
fall and spring, Anderson Y
sponsors a weekend back pack
trip into the Sierras. This year's
trips are scheduled for October
7-9 and April 28-30.
International Festival The fourth
annual will be held this semester
over the weekend of December
9 and 10. Events include an in
ternational gift bazaar and cof
fee house with international en
tertainment.
Strawberry
Breakfast
The
thirty-fith annual breakfast is
being planned for May 7th. Fresh
strawberries and cream are served
on the lawn beside the Y.

DOROTHY GRAY

HELENA RUBENSTEIN
MAX FACTOR

GUERLAIN

JACQUELINE COCHRANE

LANVIN

ladylike ladybug

BONNIE BELL

FABERGE
CORDAY
EATON'S STATIONERY
JEAN NATE
CARON

The girl look needn't be
fussy. Needn't be done
with ribbons and ruffles.
LADYBUG®does it simply, in
wool, with the gentle
empire line . . . widenecked, short-sleeved, and
tied under the bosom.
Plaids of Black/Grey,
Brown/Navy, Burgundy/Navy.
5 to 15.

EVYAN (White Shoulders)
ELIZABETH ARDEN
REVLON
ALLERCREME

HAWAIIAN PERFUMES by BROWNY
PRIVATE

OF

INSTRUCTION
NEW

GROUP
IN

OUR

TheatefTTrips Provides an op
portunity to take in a major cul
tural event in the Bay Area.
Leave campus Saturday noon by
bus or car, see a matinee, have
dinner, and return by midnight.
Big Brother A program under
the joint sponsorship of the Y
and John Marshall Junior High
School. A program for mature
UOP men interested in helping
a 12-15 year old boy on a oneto-one basis. A two-year project.
Project Share A service pro
gram in the poverty area of
Stockton. Includes grade school
club groups, study halls, tutoring,
and recreation programs.
Coffee House A new happen
ing being planned this year for
every other weekend at the Top
of the Y. Candles in wine bot
tles, folksinging, poetry readings
and other entertainment; cards,
chess, and a chance to let your
hair down.
Base Groups Groups which pro
vide an opportunity for personal
encounter and growth. Meeting
weekly at the Y or in the dorms.
Theological
Study
Groups
Sponsored by the Ecumenoical
Relations Association. A series of
weekly study — discussion groups
dealing with the relationship of
theology and culture.
Watch for Intersection, the in
formal newsletter published by
Anderson Y. Often provocative
and always interesting, it includes
topics of current campus and na
tional interest as well as satire,
poetry, and literature.

MAX FACTOR and STEINS THEATRICAL MAKE-UP

$18.00

BILLARDS

ACADEMY ADDITION

6521 Pacific Ave.
STOCKTON

elephone 4774411

2 3S 3 PRCIFIC RVENUE

Phone 466-8901

Free Delivery

1700 Pacific Avo.
Stockton

1206 Jay St.
Modesto
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NSA Insurance
Tabbed Real Deal
The National Student Associ
ation (NSA) has many new plans
for this year which may be ot
benefit to Pacific students, ac
cording to local coordinator Greg
Finnegan. Pacific will be visited
this year, he said, by several
groups representing the JNisA.

*

.
.
• . U-11
Anderson
Dining
Hall is .•ill
still
the same building, but it cer
tainly looks different. This
"New-Look" results from the
renovation program of the oldest
dining hall on campus. The work
began early last August.

The "New-Look" of Anderson
was designed by Charles Lester,
the same man who designed the
quads. It was achieved by a
carefully selected color scheme
designed to brighten the interior.

Through Educational Travel,
Inc., NSA will help students to
get 'a discount card for use m
Travel abroad. Student transpor
tation to foreign countries at a
greatly reduced rate can also be
arranged, said Finnegan.

Finnegan stated that as other
planned NSA projects become
more definite, they will be an
nounced.

Vista Represenatives
Slated for Appearance
On Campus-Oct. 5-6
Representatives from VISTA,
the volunteer corps of the War
on Poverty headed by John Her
bert, VISTA Area Field Repre
sentative, will be at University of
Pacific October 5-6 to outline the
role college students can play in
the War on Poverty as VISTA
Volunteers.
In response to the War on
Poverty, thousands of college stu
dents have joined VISTA. VIS
TA Volunteers are serving in ur
ban slums, in rural areas, on In
dian Reservations with migrant
laborers, and in Job Corps Cen
ters in a variety of programs in
cluding mental health and liter
acy programs.
VISTA Volunteers may ex
press a preference as to where
they wish to serve and the type
of assignments they desire. The
volunteers train for six weeks and
receive their living expenses plus
£50 a month during their year of
service.
Visit Our Fine Cosmetic
Department for Beauty Advice
— We Feature —
Revelon — Bonnie Bell
Helena Rubinstein—Allecreem
Dorothy Gray—Max Factor
— Fragrances —
Shalimar — Feberge
My Sin — Mary Sherman
Arpage — Jean Nate
Worth — Madam Rochas

The accent colors used to ac
complish the scheme were; green,
gold, pink, bronze, olive green,
red, purple, and beige. The ex
terior panels were painted white.
Green stencils added to produce
the effect of an open porch with
white columns, and a green back
ground.

Artistic controversy in Anderson Dining Hall? An accent on color
stimulates mixed emotions, but the proof lies with the appetite.

'California in the Twentieth Century'
History TV Series Premiers in Oct.
The set clicks on and class be
gins. Premiering Saturday, Oct.
1 on KOVR TV, "California in
the Twentieth Century" offers a
ten week history series for one
unit of college credit to viewers
in the Stockton-Sacramnto area.
Dr. R. Coke Wood, Professor of
History at UOP and Delta Col
lege lectures each Saturday morn
ing from 9 to 10 o'clock on Cali
fornia's past.
Dr. Wood plans discussion in
depth of such topics as the poli
tical development from Hiram
Johnson to Pat Brown, the quest
for water, population growth,
and California tragedies. He is

executive secretary of the Con
ference of California Historical
Societies and editor of the Cali
fornia Historian.
Registration forms for the
educational television extension
course are available through
Harold Kambak, television co
ordinator for UOP. Enrollment
must be entered before Friday,
Oct. 10.

MARENGO Sltoppunif CENTER.
| 6037PACIFIC AVE..STOCKTON

In addition to the repainting,
several other steps were taken
in the modernization of Ander
son. New chairs were placed in
the porch area. The chairs in
the main dining room were reupholstered in colors correspond
ing with the wall color scheme.
Benches have been built outside
the porch so that students in the
waiting line can wait comfortably.
Several of the projected improve
ments are yet to be installed.
Tables will be refinished with
plastic laminate tops which will
correspond with the wall color
scheme. A new clock has been
ordered for the east wall. Presi-

d e n t Robert E
dent
E.. Burns ha
has
sonally arranged for the west

window to be color stained.

Students who eat in Andeille
have expressed mixed emotion
in regard to the results of
renovation project.
The jl
jority agree that the interio|rr
much brighter and exciting;!
comparison with the past. HO (
ever, the outside panels have tfc-i
come somewhat controversial, ffld
this subject Paul Fairbrook, h«(
of student services, said, "If ft
green stencils were thicker, L
desird effect of white colurtT
would have been much more !
dent."
When asked about the sued
of the renovation project, Fa|
brook replied, "With Anders
beautiful architectural lines,
new interior decor, it is just|
good as any other dining ha.ll|
campus.

PAUSON'S
CALIFORNIA

JOHN

CHINCHIOLO

MUSTANG SHOP
Weberstown Shopping Center
Stockton — Phone 477-2672

The ten-week series began in
1965 with Dr. Raymond Mcllvenna and a couYse on American
government. Others participat
ing in this series have been Dr.
Sy Kahn, Dr. Philip Wogaman,
Dr. Herschel Frye, and Dr.
Floyd Helton.

Letters To The Editor
(continued from page 2)
Many of those who oppose the
proposition feel that those who
drafted it are not really out to
control pornography but to con
trol the reading of as many books
as they can.

So good-bye to 1984 and Cat
cher in the Rye, hello to the Max
Rafferty - Ronald Reagan - right
winger complex that spells noth
ing but trouble for the intellect
in California.
Sincerely,

Steak
qq (
Sandwich O#

Hamburger
Sandwich
V* Pound

With French Fries

1 / 2 Lb. Ground Round Steak . . . . 8 9
Sizzler Top Sirloin Steak
1.29
New York Cut Steak
1.49
Above Orders Served With French Fries or Baked Potato
Children's Portions

Vi Price on Steak Dinners

Food Prepared
To Take Out

TRY STIS! A STEAK YOU CAN'T AFF1RD TO MISS
— Open 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. — Daliy —

4rT\ w3 K U
qib\
|
I"Professional Prescription
'
SPECIALISTS"

—

New-Look' Anderson Dining Hall All Decked Oufl
Unanimously Voted Most Colorful on Campus

The NSA Insurance Trust will
make a £10,000 life insurance
policy available to students at
a "very reasonable cost.

NSA also has an information
service which helps to aid and
to improve student government,
through an exchange of ideas be
tween the member schools. Such
an exchange was instrumental in
achieving the "open door" policy
at Pacific last year wich enabled
Raymond College students to
have their rooms open to mem
bers of the opposite sex at cer
tain times.

^

THE SIZZLER NO. 31
FACING PAYLESS
848 Benjamin Holt Drive — Stockton, California
Eugene & Ruby Steele

Phone 477-7807

NEW HOP TWIST'SLACKS OF CRESLAN®*
The winning crew goes trim'n traditional! Authentic ivy Tapers; in a
carefree blend of Creslan—the luxury acrylic fiber. Exclusive NO-IRON
'hop twist' fabric sheds wrinkles like magic. Pure ivy co ors.

(ZD Tapers.
For nearest store write:
A-1 Kotzin Co.. 1300 Santee Street, Los Angeles. California 9001S
•Trademark of the American Cyanamid Company
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KUOP Radio Systems Not So Go
The University administration
ide important cutbacks in the
lerating and programing faciles of KUOP/FM. But accordto Program Director Jim
i, these cutbacks should be
springboard for better stu
nt oriented presentations.

been shortened from six to four
hours;
(4) Finally, the vacancy creat
ed by the departure of Dr. John
Dennis, station director, has not
been filled.

Several areas of operation
»re deleted by the administra•
•n:

Irwin feels, however, that the
quality and effectiveness of
KUOP's broadcasting will great
ly increase because forthcoming
programs will be more relevant to
student interests and concerns.
According to Irwin, a weekly
study, called "Spotlight," will
probe in depth into provocative
areas of concern. This program,
produced entirely by students,
will delve into such topics as U.

c (1) The Associated Press wire
vice (AP) has been discontind;
e (2) Taped programs provided
National Association of Eduional Broadcaster (NAEB)
ve been cut out;
(3) Each broadcasting day has

SPOTLIGHT
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On The Air Oct. 3

C. Berkeley today, the movement
of the John Birch Society in the
San Joaquin Valley, the Delano
Grape worker's union struggle,
and Pacific's involvement in
coming South Stockton projects.
Irwin believes that these and
other reports will more than take
the place of NAEB presentations.

NEW PROGRAMING
Campus and community-orien
ted news will take the place af
national and state news which
had been carried by the AP news
wire. This change has enabled
KUOP to consolidate its news
operations into one department
which will now serve both AM
8C FM broadcasting.
Irwin reports that many other
new documentary, satiric, and
dramatic programs will comple
ment the soft sounds of FM
stereo.
The belief behind Irwin's com
ing programing is that "we have
a responsibility to students which
has not been completely filled in
the past."
Assisting Irwin are Alan Jokisaari, Ted Fields, Hilton Jones,
Mike Fager, and Wes Mattox.
KUOP/FM begins its broad
cast-year Sunday followed by
KUOP/AM which begins next
Monday.

Swingline

PuflL«MENE
How far
can a dog
run into
woods?
below)

[2] A storekeeper
had 17 TOT Staplers.
All but 3 were sold.
How many did
he have left?

This is the

Swingline

Jim Irwin, KUOP station manager, has big changes in mind for
the coming season, including a new format show called "Spot
light."

Encounter The Big Issues
Anderson Y is sponsoring a
series of Tuesday luncheons this
year in response to the Univer
sity's need for a student-faculty
forum for discussion of univer
sity and community issues, ac
cording to Stan Stevens, Exec
utive Secretary of the Anderson
Y Center.
The series which will be en
titled "Encounter' 'will meet in
the new President's Dining Room
(formerly the Plantation Room).
All meal tickets will be honored
at these luncheons and they will
end in time for one o'clock
classes.
On Oct. 4 the Honorable Rob
ert Monagan will speak on "A
Republician Looks at the Calif
ornia Elections." Monagan, who
represents the 12 th Assembly
District in the California State
Assembly, is the Republician mi
nority leader seeking re-election
this year. He is the former mayor
of Tracy and is in the real estate
business here in Stockton.

On Oct 11 Dr. Herb Reinelt,
associate professor of philosophy
at C.O.P., wil speak informally
following his Chapel address.
Reinelt is an ordained minister in
the Church of Christ.
Senator Alan Short will speak
on October 18. Short, who rep
resents the San Joaquin district
in the State Senate, is the co
author of the Short-Doyle bill,
One of the most progressive
pieces of legislation dealing with
mental health. Short will speak
on "A Democrat Looks at the
California Elections."
Oct. 25 will feature a debate
on the Federal Housing Scatter
ed Site Housing Proposal. This
issue questions federal financing
of individual housing.
Y officials are very enthusiastic
about the schedule of speakers
thus far and they are planning
more for November and Decem
ber. Good student response is ex
pected especially among Young
Republicians and Young Demo
crats on campus.

Tot Stapler

IE NEW YOUNG MAN'S
IE NEW MOD MAN . . .

L-MOD, all MAN. Here's the outfit; MOD Dutch
Icy Cotton Cord cap
$5
iAOD Wide Wale cotton cords with Levi (R) Sta_
>r |-st (R). Low-rise and hip-huggin . . . with the leg that tape
hi knee; then drops straight in a stovepipe. Whisky or 1
>i| es 28-36. $9.; worn with a Poor-Boy turtleneck sweater
:anpus favorite. It's ribbed lambswool with a high dee;
urtleneck. In gold or rust. Sizes S, M, L, XL. $17; and
H't, black MOD a big 2" width, $5.

(including 1000 staples)
Larger size CUB Desk
Stapler only $1.49
No bigger than a pack of gum—but packs
the punch of a big deal! Refills available
everywhere. Unconditionally guaranteed.
Made in U.S.A. Get it at any stationery,
variety, book store!
INC.

^ MACY S
yTIGER SHOP
first floor

I

Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
;UMO UBD nodi uiajx poqos spjq }sax
-pueq aq; aj(Aaip 'jpuad e pue qooqa;ou e
oj. ixau asneoaq '/Lzeso aajtj uxaq) SuiAnq
aje sjuapms -sjaidmg XOX J° ^uepidod
aqi jo Ajcqs am inoqe qsnf s.jem 'P1^
jaajqj, 'Z jspooM am jo liio Suiuuru si
«<j
jayv
"I SH3MSNV

VILLAGE HONDA
Sales — Service — Rentals
824 BENJAMIN HOLT DRIVE
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA
Bob Ames, Mgr.
—
477-7204
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Stockton Needs Pacific Au
®

Recreational clubs, involving
two college students with 25-30
youngsters from ages 11 to 14
will be organized. Faculty mem
bers will assist club leaders with
the organization and planning o
the clubs.
Some college students will adopt little brothers or sisters with
whom they will share a few hours
a week. Faculty members and a
local psychiatrist are scheduled
to help students in dealing with
the special problems of their
younger counterparts.
Project members with special
interests or hobbies will organ
ize clubs centered around their
hobby. These clubs are plapned
to involve everything from arch
ery to speech.

t
t
T
ciim
mentary school.
Under the su
pervision of faculty members, re
medial reading is taught to child
ren having problems in their
classes.

Beginning next week, COP stu
dents and members of Covell
College will be joining in a var
iety of projects to help children
in South Stockton.
Some students will be doing
clerical and office work for the
project.
Gus Clement, project coordin
ator has emphasized that faculty
supervision is to be one of the
key factors of the program.
Opportunities for participation
will be available throughout the
year. Interested students should

one of the following si
dents in their living groups:

rnnfart
contact

Covell Hall: Estelle Ho
(first floor),
Pam Wine
(second floor)
or Sydfi
Pietsch (third floor).
P
Quads: Gus Clement (Qi
T) or Linda Arnold (E
len)
Ballantyne: B o b b i Coll
(third floor)
Raymond: Barbara Scott (F
ley)
West and South: Bob Fie!
(West)
Fraternities: Dick Maitland
John Nichols (DU)

Soroities: Chrys Enner (Dr.
Gamma) or Shirley Midi i
ton (Gamma Phi).

Study halls in which college
students study with children
from South Stockton schools are
also projected.

Shocking to aesthetics, thought-provoking to social critics, Ann
Balaam currently reigns in Raymond's Great Hall.

'Silent Spring' for Free Suicide
"Silent Spring of Rachel Car
son," a free movie sponsored by
Alpha Chi Sigma, men's profes
sional chemistry fraternity, and
Beta Beta Beta, professional biology society, will be shown next
week in room 111, "Weber Hall.
The movie, which explores
Miss Carson's claim that man is

big wheels on
campus . . . a
Macy s bike at
fall term savings

Students at UOP who are con
cerned about the problems of
poverty are finding
an oppor
tunity to become directly invol
ved right here in Stockton. The
South Stockton Project, known
as SHARE is beginning its third
year of service to the community.
Supported by the PSA and
churches in South Stockton, it in
volves University students with
children living in the slum areas
of Stockton.

slowly killing himself through
use of pesticides, will be shown
at the following times:
4 p.m. and 8 p.m. on ^Wednes
day, Oct.5
4 p.m. and 8 p.m. on Thurs
day, Oct. 6
4 p.m. on Friday, Oct. 7
9:30 a.m. on Saturday, Oct. 8

Students at Raymond College
have already begun tutorial work
with children at Washington ele-

Classic
Understatement

FOSTER'S FREEZE
1612 PACIFIC AVENUE

Now Under
New Management
|FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND

way

pleasantly to class this

Fall

brakes, saddle seat

39.99

LORD JEFF

AND

Everything about this soft,
warm pullover speaks with full
confidence—so it speaks
quietly. Its fine-gauge imported
wool is sheer luxury to the
touch. Classically styled with
the V-neck in today's
narrower rib.

SHAKE
This

WITH THIS COUPON

i COUPON
W B

your

on a lightweight 3-speed Macy bike, front and rear

100% imported
wool pullover by

BURGER

I

Pedal

*

RES CR P

FRENCH

FRIES

w ^f ND

10c

|

1

Lighttweight, easy going bike with coaster brakes,
saddle seat. A real buy at this low Macy price .... 32.50
**

MEN S CLOTHIER

B W

Phone 464-7669
2105 PACIFIC AVENUE

I

Toys, Sporting Goods, lower level first floor, Macy s Stockton

t

Topping Off

Pacific Weekly
September 30, 1966

UOP Dental College Honored in SF
On July 29, a "topping off"
ceremony took place in San Fran
cisco honoring the new School
of Dentistry, University of the
Pacific, which was formerly the
College of Physicians and Sur
geons before it merged with the
University of the Pacific in 1962.
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Construction of this new ninestory 8.5 million dollar building
began in April, 1965, and will be
completed
in
approximately
January of 1967. July 29 mark
ed the day when the last gallon
of concrete was pored to "top
off" the edifice.

Brand-New Theatre on UOP Campus;
President Burns Reveals Latest Plans
3lans for a campaign to raise
ids to build a new theatre at
University of the Pacific were
ealed today by President RobE. Burns.
Dr. F. Melvyn Lawson, Superni indent of Schools for the Saca lento City Unified School Dist, has accepted an appointnt to be the General Chairn of the drive to raise some
il 0,000 to build the theatre,
vson is a 1928 graduate of
ific.
Nie theatre wil be named in
of
Pacific's long-time
a m a professor DeMarcus
3r wn. "DeMarcus Brown has
le oted a life-time of service to
h< University of the Pacific,"
Dt Burns said. "We feel that it
only appropriate to honor
Vis tc's long service with the
tai ling of the theatre in his
IOI or."
1 lans are now being drawn to
Jiai e the theatre built on the site
pf the present outdoor theatre
e: t of the Pacific Conservatory
litorium. "The outdoor thea
tre is no longer useable due to
phe traffic noises on Pacific Avenand Stadium Way," Brown
fait . "We want to coordinate the
pa :e with the outdoor stage that
|s tpere now." A tunnel will conthe new theatre with the
tu lio Theatre which is located

under the main stage of
auditorium.

the

Brown wants an intimate, com
pact theatre workshop built
where he can give "instruction
and training rather than exhib
itions." He feels that a simple
theatre that is functional for all
types of staging would be the
most appropriate for the Uni
versity to build.
Theatrical productions at the
University in recent years have
been presented in the Pacific
Playbox, a rented building off
campus.
The fund campaign for the
DeMarcus Brown Theatre is
being aimed primarily at theatre
alumni of the University, Dr.
Burns announced. Dr. Lawson
is appointing the chairmen for
twelve geographical areas of
California where there are
groups of Brown's former stu
dents. A special area has been
established in New York City
since a number of alumni are
now living and working in the
area. Dr. Lawson will assist these
area groups in establishing their
organizations.
Service clubs, special groups,
individuals and friends of the
University and DeMarcus Brown
will also be contacted during the
fund campaign.

Ready Now:

A Seasonfull

of Festive VILLAGERS®

/

As the last gallon of concrete fills this cavity in the giant tooth,
Dr. John Tocchini, Dean of the School of Dentistry; Dr. George
Hollenback, Benefactor; and Dr. Robert E. Burns, President of
the University of the Pacific, happily "top off" the new School
of Dentistry, University of the Pacific in San Francisco.

UOP Housemother Goes Vista

Picture yourself living in a
small Appalachian mountain
community with little or no
contact with the outside world.
It seems highly improbable, does
n't it? Yet, this is how the gra
cious and attractive housemother
of Eiselen, Mrs. Montgomery,
spent her summer vacation on a
project sponsored by Vista (Vol
unteers in Service to America).
She and three college students
who made up the Appalachian
volunteer team, were sent to help
a small, predominantly Negro
community located in Glade
Springs, Virginia.

COMPONENTS
RECORDS

Mrs. Montgomery, two young
coeds, and an exchange student
from the Cameroons worked with
the townspeople, who lacked
funds and the initiative to estab
lish a community center. Mrs.
Montgomery headed the opening
of a small library and trained
three young high school girls to
catalogue and arrange the many
books the town had received
from all over the country. The
coeds instructed the children in
arts and crafts and games, while
the exchange student helped in
constructing roads and in reno
vating an old schoolhouse.
Although the townspeople were
generally apathetic about the pro
ject, the children showed tre
mendous interest, and
Mrs.
Montgomery felt that if only a
few were motivated toward im
proving their community and way
of life, this in itself would prove
the entire summer project worth
while.
"It was a very fine experience
for me," she confided. "I have a
strong interest in civil rights and
I'd like to help solve the prob
lem."

Since 1896
Since it was founded in 1896,
more than 2800 dental degrees
have been presented to men and
women. Seventy frshmen stu
dents, as opposed to the usual
fifty eight new students, will en
ter this fall due to the expend
ed facilities which are available
in the new building. For past
years, the student body has been
set at 225 students, but the enrol
lment will reach 416 students
in the school's new location.
Because it was built on a slop
ing corner site, the major por
tion of the new building is above
ground, but the substructure is
below ground level and allows
for a two and one half story
parking lot and a main clinic.
The six stories above the land
scaped outdoor entrance court
include the academic adminis
trative and research facilities
with a heating, ventilation and
power plant located in a pent
house above the sixth floor.
#517,000 Gift
The National Institute of
Health allocated #517,000 for
the construction of the sixth
floor which will be devoted to
research. The rest of the money
for this project includes a do
nation by alumni and a federal
grant,
the Health Professions
Educational Assistance Act. The
new building rests upon land
which is comprised of 212,000 by
113,00 square feet.
Skidmore, Owings and Meirill
designed the building while the
contractor was the Baldwin War
ren Company, Inc. When it is
completed, the school plans to
move from its present location
at 344 14th Street to the new site
at the corner of Sacramento and
Webster Streets.

DRUGS ON CAMPUS
SERVICE

Service with a smile

Clinical Pharmacy
]§CEBy
20 9 Pacific Ave.

6130 PACIFIC AVENUE
PHONE 477-0082
In Marengo C e n t e r

106 Weber Hall - U.O.P.
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New Look Turns Sour As Tigers Bow
By DAVE EDWARDS
Sports Editor
It took only 60 minutes of

aerial bombs by West Texas
State's talented Hank Washing
ton to turn the sharp New Look
into an all-too-familiar Old Look
last Saturday as Pacific bowed
49-7 to the visiting Buffaloes.

Washington showed why he is
being given All-American men
tion as he flicked bullet passes
through the Tiger secondary
from behind an almost impergnable wall of blockes. A dropback passer in the pro style, the
tall Washington connected on 24
passes for 41 attempts for 390
yards via the airways.
His favorite receiver, end Dave
Szymakowski, caught 13 passes

for 219 yards and three touch
downs. The advance publicity on
Szymakowski acknowledged that
the lanky letterman possesses
"good hands." What the West
Texas State publicists failed to
reveal, however, was that he has
vacuum cleaners for arms. On
one play in particular, the classy
Buffalo end wrestled the ball away from two Pacific defenders
in the end zone for a score. It
was a fantastic catch, and one
that had even the partisan Pacific
fans applauding.

Bright Light, Dark Night

he was in the opener against L.A.
State, Layland rushed for 46
yards in 11 carries and sprinted
35 yards with a pass reception.
The real shining light for the
Pacific offensive unit was quar
terback Bob Lee. Lee came o
the bench in the third quarter
and brought some crisp, pinpoint
passes with him. Field general
Lee took his team from their own
26 to their only touchdown with
four straight completed passes.

Lee completed 12 of his 22
passing attempts on the night, accounting for 166 yards through
the air.

Despite the lopsided final
score, there were several bright
spots in the Pacific attack. One
was the ball-carrying perform
ance of fullback Jack Layland.
Although contained more than

All interested frosh basketball
players contact Coach Willens in
the gym.

West Texas State Buffaloes stampeded towards Tiger running
back Kilmer in Saturday's set -back.

Macv's student aids rate "A's"
SALE! DELUXE ROYAL
"SAFARI" TYPEWRITERS

64.95
with Macy-approved
portable

trade-in

84.95 Without Trade-in

And Macy's sale price includes carrying
case. One of the most famous names in
typewriters, Royal, in a portable complete
with big machine features: Magic Margin,
Magic Meter, twin-pak ribbon, roll 'n ready
paper feed, many more. Attractive modern
styling.

Macy
s
'
Stockton

PANASONIC ELECTRIC PENCIL SHARPNER

STUDENT, HOME OFFICE ELECTRIC ADDING

Non-slip suction cups hold on most any
table, desk, counter. Sharpens lead, char
coal, pencils. Completely automatic . . . a
needle point in seconds! Safe, easy!

MACHINE . . Quality Victor "Talleymaster,"

totals up to 8 columns, multiplies, subtracts,
points figures on easily-read tape. Com
pact, portable size.

hold photos firmly on a colorful mat. 3
attractive styles: Bamboo, with white or
almond-tone mat, size 11 V2xl9"; Golden
Bamboo, with beige mat, 10x13" size.

15.95

99.95

8.95 ea.

Stationery, first floor, Macy's Stockton

EATON'S MAGNETIC PHOTO GALLERY
HOLDS PRINTS — Movable magnetic strips
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Pacific Sports
S| orts Editor —-

Dave Edwards.

The curtain has fallen on two
the eleven acts which comprise
ht 1966 football season. The
fji it act was a delightful morality
1 iy in which the good guys in
h ; white hats (Pacific) triumphover the evil bad guys (L.A.
The second act was a
S t ite).
rhtmare, and so convincing a
jhtmare that the remaining
i te acts must be billed as mys-

rushing. In recognition of his
talents with a football, McDonald
was named as a second team AllAmerican by the Associated
Press.
Last spring McDonald
placed third in the nation in the
discus event in the NCAA colle
giate track meet. In addition to
these laurels, he finished among
the top ten collegiate footballers
in points scored.
Utah State will bring at least
\s the season unwinds, Pacific one consensus All-American with
ist play several groups of them when they visit Stockton
ented young football players, Nov. 5. Bill Staley, a 240 pound
ijch of these teams boasts one 19 year-old junior tackle, was
two members which it gives named to several All-American
ranking of "All-American" teams last year as a sophomore.
ential. To be sure, many pre- Staley anchors the "Fearsome
;ej son Ail-American picks are Foursome" Utah State line which
•k ing the bench as the games ranked sixth in the country in
rushing defense last season.
?' »gress from publicist typeWhen the Tigers invade Las
ivr ters to the line-striped football
Cruces for a game with New
Se d.
Mexico State University Oct. 8,
Jince a writer has no way of
cn jwing which players are really their main task will be trying to
corral the many talents of Aggie
jh ssed with a superior talent and
b ich are merely publicity plants, tailback Jim Bohl. Bohl, a 5-10,
must merely acknowledge 190 pound senior, was the na
h it the drum-beaters are say- tion's third leading rusher in
inj about a certain athlete. Here, 1965 with 1191 yards. The tail
is a list of future Pacific back position calls for a man with
th
ap jonents upon whom has been versatility and Bohl fills the bill.
The Tigers will have perhaps
coi ferred the title of "All-Ameritheir last look at an All-Ameri
can candidate for the season
* Tomorrow afternoon the Tiwhen they travel to Long Beach
gei s will run into a genuine, bona
State to take on the 49ers. Long
fid All-American. Or, rather,
Beach quarterback Jack Reilly,
thi young man will run into
5-11 and 185 pounds, has a repu
th« m. His name is Ray McDontation for being one of the finest
This hefty 240 pound fullale
passers in the nation. As quarter
ba< k is so well thought of around
back for Santa Monica City Col
M< scow, Idaho that people there
lege two seasons ago, Reilly was
are not averse to saying the name
named to the Junior College AllRa1
McDonald in the same
American team and was named
bre ath with the name Jimmy
as the number one junior college
Brc wn.
passer in the nation.
i ts a 220 pound junior last seaMaybe in the course of trying
sot McDonald racked up over to combat the above-mentioned
10( 0 yards and finished
seventh stars a player of All-American
he nation in total yards gained ability will develop right here at
Pacific. Makes for something to
think about, anyway. It's been
a long, long time . . . .
DAVE EDWARDS

Barkley Honored
Raydell Barkley, a defensive
mainstay for the Tigers for the
past two seasons,
has been named
Tiger of t h e
Week for his
work in contain* ing the rushing
efforts of West
Texas State in
last week's loss
to the Buffaloes.
In 31 rushing
attempts the vis
itors picked up 115 yards and
two touchdowns. When the Buf
faloes kept the ball on the
ground, they were wary of cal
ling the play to Raydell's side
of the field.
Even so, Raydell

New Stl Stfl/i
If Ardjcami^dL
(1

A

Jj

The latest — t h e very newest
f r o m o u r p r i z e d STYLE STAR
COLLECTION by Artcarved. It's
t h e hi-fashion talk of t h e dia
mond world! Easy t e r m s .
HARBOR STAR SET
Engagement Ring
Bride'j Circlet

From $180.00
$ 20.00

KONRAD'S
Sorelli Jewelers
Ice Cream
Rings enlarged to ahow detail.

Delicious Home-Made

on the MIRACLE MILE

Diamonds - Watches - Jewelry
2051 PACIFIC AVE.
Authorized

Artcarved
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Jeweler

2011 Pacific Ave.
Sunday Noon — 9 pan.

0

Daily — 8:30 a.m. - 9 pan.

Tiger Soccer Squad Hosts USF
In First-ever Season Opener
Tigerland's soccer eleven will
line-up against the highly-regard
ed USF Dons tomorrow after
noon at 2 p. m. on Knoles Field.
Lurking in the dim shadows of
Memorial Stadium, the nimblefooted soccerites eagerly await
the powerful San Franciscans.
Not to be outdone by any of
his celebrated1 counterparts, Vet
eran Coach Dick Davey plans to
come through with some fresh
ideas of his own. His rugged
charges are hardly expected to
remain in anybody's shadow for
very long.
Saturday's contest will mark
Pacific's first game ever as a fullfledged
member of the West
Coast Intercollegiate Soccer Con
ference. The Tigers - with only
two years of experience under
their belts - have clearly gained
the respect of their Northern
California foes.
UOP's rapid rise on the soccer
scene is an indicator, surely, of
the upswinging popularity of the
largely Latin American and Euro
pean action-packed sport.
Coach Davey, himself a Paci
fic Grad, has never fielded a los
ing team, but would like nothing
better than to bring home a solid
string of victories against the
likes of California, San Jose State
and Stanford.
A non-league return match
with the tough Falcons of the Air
Force Academy will be featured
in October. Last season the ca
dets registered a misleading 6-3
victory on the Tiger's home field.
The San Francisco team is ex
pected to stride into Stockton
confident of a repeat as WCISC
Champs. Last year the Bay Area
boys narrowly escaped with a 6-5
decision over Pacific after a
grueling 90-minute marathon.
Finishing their season with a
high national ranking, the Dons
were knocked out of the NCAA
Finals early by St. Louis, event
ual National Champions, and a
team that Davey ranks "in a
class by itself."
The Tigers will have to hustle
on defense, as five of six backfield starters failed to return. But
back at his goalkeeping position
is the sixth man (and Master De
fender) , Washington Bismarck
Andrade. The undaunted native
of Ecuador was credited with foil
ing 100 attempted goals in 1965.
The potent offense will again
be led by All-American Candi
date Leo Pizarro. The agile Chil
ean star pierced enemy lines fre
quently and dazzled opponents
with his footwork.
Pizarro's downfield partners will
roamed ifar and wide to nab
enemy callers. Compared to the
470 yards they r a c k e d up
through the air, the Buffaloes'
ground game figured little in the
win.
Barkley was accorded the Tiger
of the Week honors at the weekly
meeting of the Quarterback Club
last Monday. Previous winners
of the award were John Quaccia
and Jack Layland, both of whom
were cited for their outstanding
performances in the L. A. State
season opener. Barkley, a 6-4,
212 pound senior, played high
school football for Franklin
High in Stockton.

Tiger soccerites plunge into a new season tomorrow at 2 p.m.
on Knoles Field with fast-action USF-Don-style.

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC SOCCER — 1966
2:00 Home
Saturday, October
1 —•Univ. of San Francisco ....
2:00 Home
Saturday, October
8—•Univ. of Calif., at Davis ... 2:00 Home
Saturday, October 15—,Stanford
5:30 Away
Friday,
October
21—1California
... 1:00 Home
Saturday, October 22 •Air Force
2:00 Away
Saturday, October 29 •San Francisco State
3:30 Home
Tuesday, November 1—I•San Francisco City College
.... 2:00 Away
Saturday, November 5 Chico State
8:00 Away
Firday, November 11 •San Jose State
1:00 Away
Saturday, November 12—!Santa Clara
be Roberto deValencia at Left
Wing. Coming off a fine summer
of local amateur play, the 160pound Colombian speedster is
also being touted as future AllAmerican.
Tiger fans should also be in
terested in waching the progress
of two fine North Americans who
are on the brink of breaking in
to the Latin-laden starting lineup.
Mike Blatt and1 Jim Whittle are
rated as two men to watch.

Asked to comment on tomor
row's encounter, Davey expres
sed confidence that the Tigers
could carve-out victory. But the
youthful mentor spoke empha
tically about the need for whole
hearted student support. A really
big (and loud) crowd could give
the Tigers the boost they deserve.
Freshmen should find Knoles
Field just ten paces West of the
Raymond College complex.

PR°Fe§Slon:
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Tigers Tangle With Idaho Tomorrow
By DAVE EDWARDS
Attempting to get back on the
victory path from which they
strayed last week, the University
of the Pacific Tigers travel to
Moscow, Idaho tomorrow to en
gage the University of Idaho in
an afternoon gridiron contest.
Pacific's defensive unit will
face an extremely difficult of
fense in Saturday's 1:30 tilt, the
Homecoming game for the host
ing Vandals. The Tigers will be
trying to stop the bone-jarring
rushes of All-American fullback
Ray McDonald. McDonald, a
two-year letterman, was named
to the Ail-American squad as a
second-team fullback last season
by the Associated Press. A 6-4
240 lb. senior, McDonald rushed
for 1002 yards in 213 carries in
I965.
As might be expected of an
All-American back, McDonald
was among the nation's leaders in
offensive statistics last season.
His 1002 yards-gained placed
him seventh among collegiate
footballers in 1965, and he fin
ished eighth in the nation in both
most touchdowns scored (15)
and in total points scored^ (90).
An All-American selection in
track as well as in football last
year, McDonald placed third in
the discus event in the NCAA

_
a
championships and threw the
shotput over 57 feet.
Surrounding McDonald will be
essentially the same team that
finished the '65 season with a 5-5
record. A young team last sea
son, the Vandals lost four games
by a total of 17 points. They
finally jelled to trounce Mon
tana State 54-0 to close the
season.
Senior quarterback John For-

•_ .
— t Uat tthe
> option
notiono
uria,
a master
play,
is counted on to complement
fullback McDonald's plunges
with some sharp passing. Half
back Joe McCollum, a two-year
letterman, is the Big Sky con
ference champion in the 220yard dash. The little 5-9 scooter
averaged 25 yards per return on
kickoffs and had a 5 yards-percarry rushing average.

-

fresh approach?

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
1

r
>e

d

WHY, ONE HOUR MARTINIZING . . . OF COURSE
FOR QUALITY DRY CLEANING AND SHIRT LAUNDRY
ONE HOUR CLEANING . . . . at no extra cost
QUALITY CLEANING . . . . ALL YEAR LONG

Steak Feed Today
Tonight is the scene of action
for the all-campus steak feed and
barbeque in Knoles Field from 6
to 7:30 p.m. It is an informal,
picnic-type affair. Students are
urged to wear grubs as no tables
are being provided.
The menu includes U.S. choice
top Sirloin steak, corn-on-thecob, potato chips, relishes, whole
fresh tomatoes, sour dough
French roll, and orange drink,
milk or coffee. Swordfish pro
vides an alternate for steak. Cost
for all this is only $2.00 or free
with a meal ticket. No dinners
will be served in campus dining
halls. Off-campus students may
buy their tickets at the feed.
A dance will follow later in fra
ternity circle from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. with music by the Epics.

tuJiere can the
eoltege set go...
T?or that

I N T E R E S T E D ?

STUDENT BODY CARD SPECIAL
"WAJ CAN THEV EXPECT TO AfflZACT STUPgNTS HEKF IF
THEY PONT gUILPAV&QUfiftB PARKING FACILITIES."

MEN'S REG. SHIRTS: A

1966 Water Polo Season
Connor Sutton, mentor for the
University of the Pacific waterpolo team, is anticipating a vic
torious season, with the return
of many and the recruitment of
some promising freshmen and
transfers.

Nine lettermen have returned
from
last years' squad. The team
Engagement:
is
led
by three-year veteran Jim
John Shreve, University of
Texas at El Paso, to Donna Swag- MacKenzie, who scored 92 goals
erty, UOP Stockton.
in the 1965 campaign. For his
Richard Kirby to Susan Braoutstanding defensive play and
mante, Eiselen House.
his ability to score consistently,
PINNING
Darlene Proctor of Alpha Chi MacKenzie was named to the
Omega to Raymond Kish, Kappa 1 9 6 5 College All-American
Sigma, Rutgers University, New waterpolo team. Other returning
Brunswick, New Jersey.
veterans are Mark Wille, Jay
Hammer, Kent Williams, Mark
Season Schedule Cooper, Don Livoni, Bart Nel
son, and Bob Allen. Jim Hayes,
HOME GAMES
Sept. 17—Los Angeles State 8:00 who was ineligible for last season,
Sept. 24—West Texas State 8:00 will add to Pacific's scoring
Oct. 15—Montana
8:00 threat, according to Sutton.
Oct. 29—San Jose State
1:30
(Homecoming)
Sutton praised the potential
Nov. 5—Utah State
1:30 and eagerness of the freshmen
(Parents Day)
an dtransfer members, who will
AWAY GAMES
add considerable depth to the
Oct. 1—Idaho
team. Rex Hoover, an All-A
Oct. 8—New Mexico State
merican swimmer from Los Altos
Oct. 22—Hawaii
Nov. 12—Fresno State
and teammate of Mac Kenzie and
Nov. 18—Long Beach State
Nelson during the summer
Nov. 26—BYU
months for the Olympic Club

waterpolo team, Mike Martin,
a speedy swimmer from San Jose,
and Don Parsons, a former high
school All-American goalie are
three promising freshmen play
ers. Transfer students contend
ing for starting positions are Bob
van Asdel from Bakersfield J. C.
and A1 Zimmer from Delta
where he was voted the most
valuable player.
In their first outing last week,
Pacific placed second at the
Fresno State Tourney beating
Fresno 9-8 and Los Angeles
State 11-3 and losing to Santa
Barbara 8-7. Although MacKen
zie scored 12 goals in the three
contests, Sutton was impressed
by the equal distribution of scor
ing amongst the other players.
Sutton feels that the team has
improved immensely over last
season's squad. According to
Sutton, Pacific's opponents have
also improved, making victory
that much harder. San Jose,
Stanford, and Cal at Berkeley
will be the Tiger's toughest op
ponents.
Pacific will host the University
of Redlands Saturday, Oct. 1,
at 9:30 a.m.

WITH

PSA

REG. 4
LADIES'

Nine Lettermen Returning for

00

PLAIN

SKIRTS 2

FOR

THE

PRICE

CARD

-$1.15
OF

1

WITH PSA CARD - REG. $.90 EACH
GOOD THROUGH OCTOBER 7th

LINCOLN CENTER, MARTINIZING
6503

PACIFIC

AVENUE

PHONE 478-0321
Between Payless and the Islander
7:30 A.M. - 7:30 P.M.
MON. - FRI. 'TILL 9 P.M. - SAT 'TILL 6 P.M.

—and —
OUR COMFORTABLE COIN LAUNDRY
WE HAVE • TV WHILE YOU WAIT
• DRINKS
• LATEST

HOT AND COLD
MAGAZINES

• LATE HOURS . . . LIKE 'TILL 11 P.M.
• GREAT LOCATION . . . SOFT WATER

OH

YES!

® 12 SHEETS OR MORE CAN BE WASHED IN OUR LARGE
WASHERS (UP TO 4 REG. WASHER LOADS) FOR $.50
8 SHEETS IN OUR MEDIUM (21/2 REG. WASHER LOADS)

SIZED WASHERS FOR $.35

DRYERS - A FULL 15 MINUTES FOR $.10 (THE LAST 3
MINUTES - AIR CYCLE - MEANS LESS WRINKLES IN YOUR
CLOTHES)

do come m...

tue'll be hapj^y to
Serve you

